2022 Incoming 6th Grade Summer Reading Activity

Book: Sal & Gabi Break the Universe
In this novel Sal and Gabi explore the multiverse! The multiverse is a group of multiple
universes. Together, these universes comprise everything that exists. Be sure to read all
of “Sal and Gabi Break the Universe” (it’s so good!). Here is your prompt for the
summer: If you could enter your own universe where anything is possible what
would it be like? I want to use your imagination to create your own ideal universe!
Choose or more of the options below to record your thoughts.

Write About it

Build It

Draw It

Video It

Write About It
Directions:
1. Write a page about your ideal universe.
2. Be sure to include details: what does it look like? Who is there? How are
you different in this universe? How is it different/the same compared to
our universe etc.
3. It should be 1-2 pages in length

Build It
Directions:
1. Use cardboard/ recycling around the house to build a model of your
ideal universe.
2. Make a video teaching us how to make it, or take a picture of each
step in the process.
3. Be sure to use specific language and clear directions for each step.

Draw It
Directions:
1. Make a poster drawing/comic/collage that showcases your ideal
universe.
2. Be sure to include lots of details. The viewer should feel transported into
your universe!

Video It
Directions: Record a video of yourself describing your ideal universe
(remember anything is possible here!). The video should be at least 5
minutes long and contain many details.
Think about: what does it look like? Who is there? How are you different in
this universe? How is it different/the same compared to our universe etc.

If you are stuck think about some things you wish you could change:
- In your personal life
- In your community
- In your state/country
- In the WHOLE world

HAPPY SUMMER READING!
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